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Reviewer's report:

The authors used public databases to predict bioactive ingredients and putative targets of EU-RAB against osteoarthritis. Analyzed the expound biological function, pathways of hub targets and constructed "compounds-targets-pathways" network and verified the correlation between the main active ingredients and hub targets.

They identified 50 active ingredients including quercetin, kaempferol, wogonin, and baicalein that played crucial biological effect. A total of 68 key targets were screened, such as IL-6, EGFR, MAPK8, etc., which provided theoretical basis for further pharmacological research.

1 Table 3 Virtual docking of nine bioactive ingredients from Eucommia ulmoides(EU)-Radix Achyranthis(RAB) for Osteoarthritis(OA) targets. Is it nine? four?

2 For example, what is the results if quercetin really binding to EGFR, or other proteins showed in figure 8? how could it stabilize or change them?

3 There are some unusual language choices and punctuations throughout the paper. I recommend having the paper edited by a native English speaker.
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